INTRODUCTION
In the previous year, results were presented in which the viscosity of calibration liquids were determined by measuring the reflection coefficient of Iaser generated shear waves.
[l] The shear waves were launched with a pulsed Nd:YAG Iaser into an aluminum wedge and detected using a piezoelectric transducer. This year results are presented from a totally noncontact system, generating the shear waves with a pulsed Iaser and detecting the reflected shear waves with a Iaser interferometer. The design of the wedge was modified so that the shear waves are incident to the solid-liquid interface at nearly normal incidence. They reflect off this interface and are incident on the surface of detection at greater than the critical angle. This allows for the largest possible out-of-plane displacement, which can then be detected with the interferometer. This type of arrangement has been used with both aluminum and graphite wedges.
Lasergenerated ultrasound has great potential in applications where it is difficult or impractical to use a contact transducer. These applications include those in high temperature and corrosive environments. [2, 3] This study deals with developing a technique to measure the viscosity of high temperature, and possibly corrosive liquids, such as malten glasses and metals. However, the work presented here is part of a feasibility study and the experiments have been conducted at room temperature. Future advances and modifications of the technique will adapt it to more hostile environments.
In the following section, several results are presented which were used in designing the experimental apparatus. The experimental apparatus is described in the following section. In the final section the results are presented and discussed, along with the future directions of the research.
PROBLBMSTATEMENT
The reflection of shear waves from a solid-liquid interface is affected by the viscosity and density of the liquid, as weil as by the properties of the solid. Earlier work that has been performed exploited horizontally polarized shear waves (SH-waves). [4, 5] Theseare shear waves whose particle motion is parallel to the solid-liquid interface. When these types of shear waves are incident on an interface, only shear waves are transmitted and reflected. [6] However, Iaser generated shear waves are vertically polarized, which means that a component of their particle motion is perpendicular to the interface. The exception to this is when the angle of incidence ofthe vertically polarized shear wave (SV-wave) is 0°, as measured from the normal to the interface. In this case the two types of shear waves are indistiguishable, for an isotropic solid. reflecting off of a stress free surface when the angle of incidence is less than the critical angle. The particle motion of the SV -waves is perpendicular to its direction of propagation but in the plane of the figure. The particle motion of the P-wave is parallel to its direction of propagation.
When a SV -wave is incident on a stress free surface, both a SV -wave and a longitudinal wave (P-wave) are reflected when the angle of incidence is less than the critical angle. This case is depicted in Fig. 1 . When the angle of incidence is the same as the critical angle, the direction of propagation of the reflected P-wave is parallel to the surface. For angles larger than the critical angle, which is approximately 38° in graphite and 30° in aluminum, the wavenumber of the P-wave is complex so that it becomes an evanescent type wave.
Another consequence of SV -waves is that, for non-normal incidence, they produce a displacementnormal to the surface of the interface (out-of-plane). In Fig. 2 is a plot of both thein-plane and out-of-plane displacements at a graphite-air interface, as a function of angle of the incident SV -wave. As can be seen in the figure, at normal incidence (0°), the total displacement is parallel to the interface (in-plane). Thein-plane component startsout negative at 0°, increases to zero, changes sign, and continues to increase up to the critical angle. Both components of displacements have a discontinuity at this point. The out-ofplane displacement increases to its maximum when the angle is just a few degrees greater than the critical angle. In order to detect a SV -wave incident on a solid-air interface (i.e., stress free) it would be advantageaus for the angle of incidence to coincide with this maximum.
However, the reflection coefficient of a SV -wave at a solid-viscous liquid interface should be moresensitive to changes in shear viscosity if its angle of incidence were near normal. Intuitively, this seems correct since the shear viscosity is a resistence to a shear type, or in-plane, motion. These two criteria, normal incidence at the solid-liquid interface and incidence at greater than the critical angle at the solid-air interface where the signal is being detected, were used to design an experiment for the purposes of measuring viscosity of various liquids.
Before the experimental configuration is discussed, however, two other analytical results should be presented. As mentioned earlier, the reflection coefficient of a shear wave from a solid-liquid interface is a function of the viscosity and density of the liquid, as weil as the properties of the solid. The reflection coefficient is defined as the ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected shear wave to the incident shear wave. The reflection coefficient as a function of the viscosity of the liquid for two different solids is presented in Fig. 3 . The curves are for a shear wave at normal incidence, so that no P-waves are generated. The density and sound speed of the liquid were the sameasthat for glycerin: 1,260 kg/m3 and 1,920 m/s. As can be seen in the figure, the reflection coefficient for an aluminum-liquid interface is less sensitive to changes in viscosity than for a graphite-liquid interface. This is due to the lower shear wave impedance of graphite. Also, the reflection coefficient for both solids aremoresensitive to changes in viscosity at lower viscosities than at higher viscosities where the magnitude of the slope decreases. Fig. 2 . In-plane and out-of-plane displacements on a stress free, graphite surface due to an incident SV -wave. The critical angle is at 38°. Expressions for the directivity patterns of shear waves produced by pulsed Iaser sources in the thermoelastic regime have been derived and presented elsewhere. [2, 3] They are basically a function of the material properties, specifically Poisson's ratio, and are independent of frequency. Fig. 4 shows the directivity pattern for shear waves for a thermoelastic source in aluminum. A distinctive feature of the directivity is the narrow lobe directed at an angle of approximately 30° to the surface normal. Wehave empirically determined, for several different materials, that the angle at which the maximum occurs corresponds to the critical angle for SV -wave reflection off of a stress free surface.
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EXPERIMENT AL CONAGURA TION
The characteristics of Iaser generated shear waves discussed in the last section guided the design of a wedge that could be used in the detection of reflected, Iaser generated shear waves. These characteristics include their directivity, their reflection off the solid-liquid interface, and their interaction with the solid-air interface. This wedge is depicted in Fig. 5 . As shown in the figure, the angle of the wedge is the same as the critical angle. This will cause the narrow lobe of the Iaser generated shear wave tobe incident at nearly 90° at the solid-liquid interface. The interferometer beam is located close to, but not at, the spot where the pulsed Iaser strikes the surface of the wedge. (They are within 5 mm of each other). Thus, the angle at which the reflected shear wave is incident at the detector is at a slightly larger angle than the critical angle. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , this will produce the largest possible out-of-plane displacement. Thus it is not necessary, or even an advantage, to use an in-plane detector.
Because of their close proximity, it is best that the pulsed Iaser and the interferometer Iaser not be of the samecolor light. In our case, the pulsed Iaser was a Nd: Y AG operating at 1064 nm. The interferometer Iaser was a diode pumped Nd: Y AG operating at 532 nm. The interferometer used in this researchwas a Mach-Zehnder type. It has a bandwidth of approximately 10 MHz and a noise Iimit of approximately 0.1 nm for a transient pulse. A description of a similar interferometer can be found in Ref. 7 . The output of the interferometer isavaltage signal that is proportional to the velocity of the surface at the point of detection. The valtage signals produced by two Iaser generated shear waves in a graphite wedge are shown in Fig. 6 . One of the signals is with the wedge backed with a viscous liquid and the other with air. The air signal serves as a reference signal so that the reflection coefficient can be calculated. The signals could be converted to units of displacement (e .g ., nm), however the valtage signals serve perfectly weil for calculating the reflection coefficient.
The signals in Fig.6 were used to detennine the shear wave reflection coefficient associated with the graphite-viscous liquid interface, which is the reflected arnplitude divided by the incident arnplitude. In order to detennine the incident arnplitude, a reference signal was taken with air as the liquid, which has negligible viscosity compared to the viscous liquids used here. Thus, the shear wave arnplitude reflected from the solid-air interface is basically the sarne as the incident arnplitude for the viscous OUT·OF· PLANE DETECTOR liquid case. This is, of course, assuming that the geometrical spreading and the laserpulse energy were the same in both cases. The variations in signal amplitude due to variations in the pulsed laser energy were minimized by adjusting the Q-switch delay of the pulsed laser so that energy output of the laserwas at its most stable operating point.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aluminum wedge was used to measure the shear wave reflection coefficient from several different viscous liquids. The liquids were viscosity calibration standards, with their viscosity tabulated at several temperatures. The viscosity of these liquids were plotted against the measured reflection coefficients in Fig. 7 . The solid curve plotted along with the data is a second order polynomial fit.
lt can be seen that the data has the same trend as the theoretical curve from Fig. 3 . Close scrutiny shows that the data points do not lie exactly on the theoretical curve. This is probably because the angle of incidence of the shear wave on the aluminum-liquid interface is not exactly normal to the surface (0°) and the theoretical curves in Fig. 3 are for normal incidence. However, the data points plotted in Fig. 7 can be used to construct a calibration curve which could then be used to determine the viscosity of unknown liquids.
It has been shown that reflected SV-waves can be detected with a laser interferometer sensitive to out-of-plane motion. When used with a specially designed solid wedge, the reflection coefficient of the shear waves can be determined. This reflection coefficient can be correlated with the viscosity of the liquid at the solid-liquid interface.
Experiments still need tobe conducted at higher temperatures. Since the material properties of the wedge will change with the increase in temperature, a new angle may need tobe chosen to take this change into account. We anticipate that several materials problems need tobe overcome in order to make these measurements at high temperatures. The solid line is a second order polynomial fit to the data.
